As to the fees to be required of the pupils, we would leave them to be settled by the wisdom of others. At Harvard the fees for the whole course of Sciences amount to $100.00, at Yale to $90.00 per annum. For Chemistry, $120.00, at this place. at Yale to $70.00. Then partial course pupils pay smaller fees according to what they study. At Brown University the fees are sensible, being modified by the peculiar relations between the scientific & general student. Brown University is professedly a college for the poorer middle classes of society. As to the time to be occupied, similar institutions hereabout agree in requiring two or three years for the full attainment of their benefits. Nor do we see how less time than this can be required. Of course it will be abridged by the advanced standing of a pupil at his entrance on professional education. We would also propose that the scientific students be subjected to the wholesome oversight and discipline of the University, as are the Academic students; their names being on the College roll; they being required to attend prayers & absences being recorded and stated reports being made. In this we would imitate Brown and all other Nobots or Yale.

These necessarily crude and imperfect suggestions we would make to you and our brethren of the Faculty, to excite attention and discussion, hoping to receive in return your own suggestions and decisions. Many points of importance and interest we have not touched. For instance, to what extent unscientific & empirical students shall be encouraged to apply for instruction & improvement. Brown University is the only school that can do this. Here teachers, when absent, they must be provided. Also in what points the professional shall regulate the Academic students. Also in what points the Academic students shall be regulated by the professional. Also in what point it shall be decided when our services may be of use to the general system. It seems to us that all the students must be settled by those who have the best interest & the best for the Union.

Sincerely yours respectfully,

T. S. Hendrick
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